deCODE genetics, Inc.
deCODE genetics, Inc. has compiled the world's most comprehensive collection of population data on genealogy, genotypes and phenotypes. This combination of resources provides an effective system for identifying key genes linked to common diseases and to the regulation of drug response. deCODE has successfully mapped genes in over 25 common complex diseases and isolated genes in eight of these. The methodology used to map these genes is based upon the company's genealogical database of the Icelandic population, which enables deCODE scientists to efficiently conduct population- and genome-wide linkage studies to identify key genetic factors involved in phenotypes ranging from diseases to drug response. In its growing pharmacogenomics program, deCODE has combined this linkage approach with high-throughput expression profiling to develop accurate tests that can predict individual responsiveness to virtually any drug of interest. deCODE is applying its unrivaled discovery capabilities to bring to market new drugs, DNA-based diagnostic products and pharmacogenomic tests. The company believes that such tests will play a crucial role in delivering personalized medicine - contributing to the development of more effective means of diagnosing and treating disease by matching each patient with the most suitable drug.